The House of Jack is a space for broadcasting music live streams. It is usually found in the lively neighborhoods or parks. It gives the opportunity to the artist, his crowd in real-time, on the other hand, it provides the audience with the line-up of their local House of Jack and the profile of the performers.

By providing local events while promoting international artists, the House of Jack participates in reducing the music industry’s tremendous carbon footprint, mainly caused by mass travelling and tours. Further, this project puts an emphasis on empowering small artists by giving them a stage anywhere in the world. On top of that, the project minimizes the impact of construction materials by using, for every construction elements needed to build the project. A small team of builders is required for about two days to turn the shipping containers into the House of Jack by following the carefully written procedures.

The House of Jack doesn’t need any source of external power. Indeed, the kit comes with the necessary equipment of a live streaming system. It is usually found in the lively neighborhoods or parks. It gives the opportunity to the artist, his crowd in real-time, on the other hand, it provides the audience with the line-up of their local House of Jack and the profile of the performers.

The House of Jack is a space for broadcasting music live streams. It is usually found in the lively neighborhoods or parks. It gives the opportunity to the artist, his crowd in real-time, on the other hand, it provides the audience with the line-up of their local House of Jack and the profile of the performers.

The House of Jack smartphone application lets the artist book performance slots and see the crowd in real-time, on the other hand, it provides the audience with the line-up of their local House of Jack and the profile of the performers.

The project reaches the sites in the form of a kit: two recycled shipping containers holding all the construction elements needed to build the project. A small team of builders is required for about two days to turn the shipping containers into the House of Jack by following the carefully written procedures.